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The research consists of two main chapters:

•What subject integration is

•Teachers’ role in SI

•The development of key process skills 
of students

• Teacher leadership and Action 
Research 

Literature 
review 

• Paradigms

• Strategy 

• Data collection

• Ethics

• Limitations 

• Presentations of findings

Methodology



What is integration and how it can be understood? 

⁃ "integrate" means to combine two or more things to make 

something more efficient”( Cambridge dictionary )

⁃ in the field of education, integration provides students with 

the opportunity to form the ability to transfer knowledge from one 

subject to another (Dosanova, 2017)



What is integration and how it can be understood? 

Parker (2005) explains it as a method that integrates 

knowledge, different perspectives and methods from more than 

one subject to promote a stronger understanding of a central 

idea, a problem or an event

The process of subject integration is explained in such a way that 

each unit should contain the primary content based on one or two 

subjects, and one subject should support or be supported by the 

other one (Martin, 2002)

The goal of this approach is not the elimination of 

traditional separate disciplines, but their combination 

(Hinde,2005)



Subject integrated lessons introduced in a Kazakhstani school

⁃ Teachers role in it 

⁃ Forms of collaborations



Subject integration as the way to develop students’ key process skills

- global problems require not only technical, scientific or sociological, philosophical 

knowledge, but more than ever holistic thinking and understanding of the world 

(Mainzer, 1993) 



The main objectives of the integrated lessons:

- To increase the level of subject knowledge;

- To facilitate the learning of students by developing critical thinking, problem-solving 

and functional literacy skills; 

- To assist in teaching, as well as provide  teachers with the opportunity to use modern 

interactive teaching methods;

- To increase the interest of students and involve them in various activities;

- To promote the establishment of links between academic subjects, contributing to the 

formation of a holistic picture of the world.



Research statements: 

1. To investigate 
teacher 

perception of 
subject 

integration ( 
How do 

educators 
perceive an 
integrated 
lesson?)

2. To identify key 

process skills 

developed through 

subject integration 

(Which key process 

skills of students are 

developed through 

subject integration?)

3. To explore the 

development 

leadership capacity 

through collaborative 

action research

(What is the role of 

teacher leadership in 

subject integration?

How to make an 

implementation less 

painful?) 



Methodology 

• six teachers of different 
subjects (English, 
Biology, Math, 
Chemistry, Art, GPPW)

Interview

• Lesson plan of an 
integrated lesson

• Course books
Documentary

analysis 



Presentation of findings

- three crucial fundamental aspects of subject integration: 

planning, collaboration and teaching, where collaboration is the most vital aspect 

of the three, because it is prevalent throughout the whole process.



Presentations of findings

1. To investigate 
teacher 

perception of 
subject 

integration –
planning, 

collaboration and 
teaching

2. To identify key 

process skills 

developed through 

subject integration 

Problem solving 

skills, language 

competency, 

practical skills and 

functional literacy

3. To explore the development 

leadership capacity through 

collaborative action research

reflect, analyze and take 

feedback from colleagues, work 

in a group

FURTHER 

IMPLEMENTATION



The difficulties 

- sometimes a teacher may feel uncomfortable in team-teaching mainly because 

of the factors such as the knowledge taught by another teacher or a language 

barrier if the lesson is in another language

- assessment problems; teachers still do not know how to properly evaluate the 

work of students when two different subjects are involved

- the preparation for integration takes much longer than that for traditional 

lessons



Teacher leadership and Action Research 

According to McLauglin and Ayubayeva (2015) action research was first introduced 

in Kazakhstan in 2012 and broadly used by teachers as “for the purpose of their 

education, how they learn, and how their students learn" (Mertler, 2009, p.4) 

Implementations: 

- collaborative work on action research, which will help teachers as critical friends to 

reflect on their practice, to analyze lessons and take feedback from colleagues 

(Bambino, 2002). 
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